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ABSTRACT
Electron velocity distribution functions in the solar wind according to standard models
consist of 4 components, of which 3 are symmetric - the core, the halo, and the super-
halo, and one is magnetic field-aligned, beam-like population, referred to as the strahl.
We analysed in-situ measurements provided by the two Helios spacecrafts to study the
behaviour of the last, the strahl electron population, in the inner Solar system between
0.3 and 1 au. The strahl is characterised with a pitch-angle width (PAW) depending on
electron energy and evolving with radial distance. We find different behaviour of the
strahl electrons for solar wind separated into types by the core electron beta parallel
value (βec ‖). For the low-βec ‖ solar wind the strahl component is more pronounced,
and the variation of PAW is electron energy dependent. At low energies a slight fo-
cusing over distance is observed, and the strahl PAW measured at 0.34 au agrees with
the width predicted by a collisionless focusing model. The broadening observed for
higher-energy strahl electrons during expansion can be described by an exponential
relation, which points toward an energy dependent scattering mechanism. In the high-
βec ‖ solar wind the strahl appears broader in consistence with the high-βec ‖ plasma
being more unstable with respect to kinetic instabilities. Finally we extrapolate our
observations to the distance of 0.16 au, predicting the strahl PAWs in the low-βec ‖
solar wind to be ∼ 29o for all energies, and in the high-βec ‖ solar wind a bit broader,
ranging between 37o and 65o.
Key words: Plasmas – solar wind – Sun: heliosphere – scattering – methods: obser-
vational – space vehicles: instruments
1 INTRODUCTION
Electrons as the lighter constituents of the solar wind are
the carriers of the heat flux and therefore play an im-
portant role in the energy balance during the solar wind
expansion. Electron velocity distribution functions (VDF)
are highly non-thermal and can be divided into 4 compo-
nents: a core, a thermal and dense population well rep-
resented by a Maxwellian function, a halo with a higher
temperature and exhibiting strong high-energy tails, an
even hotter superhalo spanning from a few to a few
hundred keV, and a magnetic field aligned component,
called a strahl (Feldman et al. 1975; Hammond et al. 1996;
Maksimovic et al. 1997a; Lin 1998; Maksimovic et al. 2005;
Wang et al. 2012; Graham et al. 2017).
Strahl electrons can propagate in a positive or negative
⋆ E-mail: laura.bercic@obspm.fr
magnetic field direction, but generally away from the Sun
(Feldman et al. 1978; Pilipp et al. 1987a). Bi-directional
strahls have also been observed and serve as indicators of
certain magnetic field structures, like magnetic field loops
and magnetic clouds (Gosling et al. 1987).
It is commonly believed that these anti-sunward field-
aligned electrons originate from the hot solar corona, es-
caping from a thermal VDF and focusing around the
magnetic field as they conserve their magnetic moments
(Feldman et al. 1975; Pierrard et al. 1999; Salem et al.
2007). The formation of the strahl from a thermal population
during the spherical expansion was simulated by Landi et al.
(2012) using a fully kinetic model including Coulomb col-
lisions. However, it was shown with particle-in-cell simula-
tions that strahl could also be created by a resonant interac-
tion of halo electrons with whistler-mode waves generated by
electron core anisotropy (Seough et al. 2015). The question
of the origin of strahl electrons as well as other non-thermal
© 2015 The Authors
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components of electron VDF awaits for new theoretical and
observational studies, soon fortified by the two upcoming
solar missions: Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter.
The properties of strahl population, and its evolution
during the expansion have been shown on the basis of vari-
ous near-Earth, and interplanetary in-situ observations. The
theoretically predicted focusing effect during the radial ex-
pansion was not observed. On the opposite, widening of
strahl VDF with distance from the Sun has been reported
by Hammond et al. (1996) using Ulysses data (1 - 3.5 au),
and Graham et al. (2017) using Cassini data (1 - 6 au). The
authors of the later state that the strahl ceases to exist at
distances larger than 5.5 au as it is most likely completely
scattered into the halo population. This hypothesis agrees
with the study of Maksimovic et al. (2005) & Sˇtvera´k et al.
(2009), showing a decrease in relative density of strahl com-
ponent with radial distance, but an increase of the halo den-
sity. Sˇtvera´k et al. (2009) find the same tendency in both the
slow and the fast solar wind between 0.3 and 4 au using data
from Helios, Cluster and Ulysses missions.
The strahl is more pronounced and narrower in the fast
wind as oppose to the slow wind, where it appears less
dense, broader, and sometimes even not present at 1 au
(Fitzenreiter et al. 1998) & (Gurgiolo & Goldstein 2017).
Studying the variation of the strahl pitch-angle width
with electron energy might reveal which scattering mech-
anisms are at work at different radial distances, and for
different solar wind types. Both increasing, and decreasing
trends were observed so far. Kajdicˇ et al. (2016) find anti-
correlation between pitch-angle width and electron energy,
which gets broken for a certain energy range at times of ob-
served whistler-mode wave activity. Their analysis includes
mostly the slow solar wind at 1 au (Cluster observations).
Particle-in-cell simulations provided by Saito & Gary (2007)
confirm that strahl scattered by whistlers which were gener-
ated by whistler anisotropy instability would in fact exhibit
decreasing trend between the width and electron energy.
The same behaviour was observed by Feldman et al. (1978);
Pilipp et al. (1987a) & Fitzenreiter et al. (1998). Positive
correlation between strahl width and electron energy was
reported by Pagel et al. (2007) in the study of cases with
especially broad strahl observed at 1 au by ACE space-
craft. This trend can result from scattering by whistler waves
generated by k−3 power spectrum (Saito & Gary 2007).
We mention two examples of the strahl scattering mech-
anisms that can be related to the variation of the strahl
pitch-angle width with electron energy, but more mecha-
nisms have been proposed so far. These include firehose
instability generated fluctuations (Hellinger et al. 2014),
Langmuir waves (Pavan et al. 2013), lower hybrid waves
(Shevchenko & Galinsky 2010), oblique kinetic Alfve´n waves
(Gurgiolo et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2013), and Coulomb colli-
sions (Horaites et al. 2018), and are discussed latter in the
article.
With an exception of analysis by Sˇtvera´k et al. (2009),
none of the observational studies present the radial evolu-
tion of strahl electrons within 1 au, separated by the solar
wind type. As discussed above, the strahl population is more
pronounced in the fast solar wind and close to the Sun, thus
it is important to study strahl properties exploring the data
set from Helios missions still providing the closest in-situ
measurements from the Sun.
The two almost identical Helios spacecrafts were
launched in the 70’s with a mission to explore the inner
most parts of interplanetary space (Porsche 1981). During
10 years of active mission for the 1st spacecraft, and 3 years
for the 2nd one an intriguing and currently still unique data
set was produced, sampling the solar wind in the ecliptic
plane with the closest perihelion of 0.29 au (Helios 2).
In this work we provide a statistical analysis of these
data with a focus on strahl electrons behaviour within 1 au.
Our results in general agree with previously published works,
but give us an additional insight into regions closer to the
Sun, from where we were able to estimate strahl properties
that will be observed during the first perihelion of the Parker
Solar Probe, 0.16 au from the Sun.
2 INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
To study kinetic properties of solar wind electrons we anal-
ysed the data from the electron particle instrument I2, part
of E1 Plasma Experiment on-board Helios 1 and 2 missions
(Rosenbauer et al. 1981; Pilipp et al. 1987b).
I2 is designed to measure a 2D distribution function
of solar wind electrons within 1 au from the Sun. The in-
strument aperture pointing perpendicular to the spin axis
of the spacecraft is followed by deflection plates, preventing
sunlight-beam electrons to enter the analyser part. Electron
energy is measured by a hemispherical electrostatic analyser
in 16 exponentially spaced energy steps. Two different op-
eration modes allow the measurement of either low (0.5 to
13.3 eV) or high (9 to 1445 eV) energy electrons. A channel-
tron sits at the end point of the electrostatic analyser and
provides the electron count rate.
The narrow instrument field of view covers 19o x 2o
(elevation x azimuth) and is centred on the ecliptic plane.
Both spacecrafts spin around the axis perpendicular to that
plane with a spin period of 1 s allowing the instrument to
sample a full 360o azimuthal angle. This is done in 8 steps (8
azimuth sectors), each lasting for 78.06 ms for Helios 1 and
31.1 ms for Helios 2, corresponding to angular sector width of
28.1o and 11.2o, respectively. Thus one scan over 16 energy
steps and 8 azimuthal directions is normally obtained in 16
s and repeated every 40 s.
3 METHOD
3.1 Data set
This study is based on the data provided by plasma ex-
periments on-board Helios missions: the electron VDFs –
instrument I2 (described in Sec. 2), proton plasma moments
– instruments I1a and I1b, and magnetic field vectors – in-
struments E2 and E3.
The core of this analysis are electron VDFs described
in section 3.2.
The proton on-board integrated densities and velocity
vectors were taken from the original Helios files in Helios
data archive1. The measured proton densities are likely to be
underestimated, therefore the measurement with the higher
1 Link to the data archive: http://helios-data.ssl.berkeley.edu
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Figure 1. (a) A schematics of I2 instrument azimuth sectors in the magnetic field frame corresponding to the example electron VDF
shown in panel (b). The difference in sector size between Helios 1, and 2 is marked with colour. Note, however, that the example
measurement was taken by Helios 1 spacecraft, and Helios 2 azimuth sectors are added to the schematics only to highlight the differences
between the two. (b) An example electron VDF measured at the distance of 0.32 au from the Sun. Each of the 4 plots shows a pair of
oppositely directed azimuth sectors: the red dots are measurements corrected for spacecraft potential, and green and blue line represent
the fit to core and halo population, respectively. For each sector pair the angle indicates the position with respect to the magnetic field
direction.
value between the two – I1a and I1b – with 10 percent un-
certainty was considered.
The proton core temperatures we use are taken from
a new Helios proton data set provided with descriptions by
Stansby et al. (2018).
Instruments E2 and E3 are the two fluxgate magne-
tometers on-board Helios missions. E2 samples data with a
frequency of 4 Hz which is saturated at 50 nT, and E3 gives
a 6s-averaged measurements. The E2 data is used if avail-
able, and if the absolute magnetic field value is smaller than
50 nT. In other cases the E3 data is used. A mean value of
magnetic field vector is obtained for each 16-s electron VDF.
We note that magnetic field vectors obtained this way dif-
fer from the ones used in all previous Helios data electrons
studies, e.g. (Sˇtvera´k et al. 2009).
The data set has many limitations, but we have the
benefit of using measurements collected over several years
by two almost identical spacecrafts. Moreover, this is the
only data set providing insight on the solar wind plasma
parameters in the near-Sun regions. The analysed period
spans between 1974 and 1982 for Helios 1 and between 1976
and 1979 for Helios 2. We only use scans when all the above
parameters are available and when the measured magnetic
field vector lies within 5o from the I2 measuring plane (the
ecliptic plane).
3.2 Electron VDF
The measurements of the solar wind electrons are strongly
polluted by two phenomena: photoelectrons emitted from
the spacecraft body, and spacecraft charging. A method for
correcting these effects making use of other in-situ plasma
measurements is well described by Salem et al. (2001).
Photoelectrons appear as a sharp peak at low energies
and have already been removed in the provided Helios data
set.
A charged spacecraft deforms electron VDF depend-
ing on the shape and magnitude of the spacecraft poten-
tial which varies as a function of the surrounding plasma
(Pedersen et al. 2008). In the solar wind at 1 au the typi-
cal values of spacecraft potential are between 1 and 10 V
(Salem et al. 2001), and decreasing with distance from the
Sun. A positive charge accelerates electrons toward the in-
strument making their energies seemingly larger. The den-
sity obtained by integration of this deformed VDF would
therefore be overestimated.
Salem et al. (2001) suggest the use of electron density
obtained by a thermal noise receiver measuring the plasma
peak to scale the VDF preforming a linear shift in elec-
tron energy. We apply the same method to determine the
spacecraft potential, however, since there were no thermal
noise receiver measurements made by the two Helios mis-
sions, we use a less reliable proton density measurement from
I1a and I1b instruments instead. We assume quasi neutral-
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2015)
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ity (ne = np + 2nα), and a typical alpha particle to proton
number ratio of 0.05.
The corrected VDF is then shifted to the plasma zero
velocity frame using the proton velocity measurement, and
rotated to the magnetic field aligned frame defined by the
magnetic field measurement during each scan. In this frame
the 0 degrees angle is aligned with the direction of either pos-
itive or negative magnetic field vector and always pointing
antisunward. An example of a VDF at this point is shown in
Fig. 1(b), where each of the four plots consists of two oppo-
sitely located azimuth sectors. The angles indicate how far
each sector pair lays from the magnetic field direction. The
sign of the angle (within the interval (-180o, 180o)) is kept
for easier understanding of the schematics in Fig. 1(a), but
it is not relevant for our further analysis.
A non-linear least squares method is used to fit two
solar wind electron components: a core and a halo (see Fig.
1(b)). We do not fit strahl component because our aim is
to study the energy dependent radial evolution of it, neither
the superhalo component as it is out of the measuring energy
range of the instrument. To model the core we use a 2D bi-
Maxwellian function fc(v⊥, v‖) (see Eq. 1), and for the halo a
2D bi-Kappa function fh(v⊥, v‖) (see Eq. 2), the same model
as used by Maksimovic et al. (2005):
Ac = nc
( me
2πkB
)3/2 1
Tc⊥
√
Tc ‖
fc(v⊥, v‖) = Ac exp
(
− me
2kB
( (v⊥ − ∆vc⊥)2
Tc⊥
+
(v‖ − ∆vc ‖ )2
Tc ‖
))
(1)
Ah = nh
( me
πkB(2κ − 3)
)3/2 1
Th⊥
√
Th ‖
Γ(κ + 1)
Γ(κ − 1
2
)
fh(v⊥, v‖) = Ah
(
1 +
me
kB(2κ − 3)
( (v⊥ − ∆vc⊥)2
Th⊥
+
(v‖ − ∆vc ‖)2
Th ‖
))−κ−1
(2)
In the above equations v⊥ and v‖ are the independent
variables of functions fc and fh. With me we mark the mass
of an electron, and with kB the Boltzman constant. Quan-
tities n, v, and T with indices c – core and h – halo, stand
for the density, the velocity, and the temperature of the re-
spective electron components. The drift velocity between the
core and the halo is assumed to be 0, thus the values ∆vc⊥
and ∆vc ‖ in Eq. 2 are the values obtained from the fit to the
core population. We are left with 9 fitting parameters: nc ,
∆vc⊥, ∆vc ‖ , Tc⊥, Tc ‖ , nh , Th⊥, Th ‖ , and κ.
To isolate the strahl population the fit ( fc + fh) is sub-
tracted from the measured values. If the residual is a posi-
tive value higher than 0.9 · ( fc + fh) it is kept as a strahl
VDF. The ratio 0.9 was chosen because it appears to cor-
rectly separate the core electron fit errors from the lowest
strahl electron energies. We believe that a strahl component
was detected, if the strahl VDF consists of at least 5 data
points. In the opposite case we mark that the strahl was not
observed.
We assume that the strahl is symmetric with respect to
the magnetic field vector. As already said, these electrons
2.104 km/s (1127 eV)
104 km/s (284 eV)
5.103 km/s (71 eV) FWHM
eVDF (s-3m-6)
10-25
15 scans from Helios 1
(1975-09-17 22:04:17 - 22:31:08)
10-26
10-27
10-28
10-29
10-30
10-31
Figure 2. Strahl VDF in velocity space where x-axis presents ve-
locity parallel to the magnetic field, and y-axis the perpendicular
one. The instrumental properties like azimuth sector width and
energy bin size are still distinguishable.
are aligned with the magnetic field in the anti-sunward di-
rection, so they can be detected by maximum 4 azimuth
sectors, but commonly by only 2 of them. We enhance the
angular resolution by averaging over consecutive scans, as-
suming that during the averaging time solar wind conditions
do not change significantly. To make sure of that we only
group up to 15 scans which belong to the same solar wind
type (see Sec. 3.3) and satisfy the following arbitrary con-
ditions: ∆vp < 40 km/s, ∆np < 15 cm
−3, ∆B < 10 nT, and
∆ΨB < 30
o, where ∆ stands for the difference between 2
consecutive scans following the equation: ∆X = |Xi − Xi+1 |.
Index p stands for proton, ∆B is the variation of magnetic
field amplitude, and ∆ΨB the variation of the magnetic field
angle in the ecliptic plane. Fig. 2 shows an example result
of this kind of averaging in velocity space.
In the example strahl VDF from the Helios 1 spacecraft
(Fig. 2) we can still recognise the instrumental properties:
the size of the azimuth sectors (28.1o) and energy bins. Even
though the resolution is improved by averaging consecutive
scans (with slightly different magnetic field vector direction),
the smallest measurable angle stays fundamentally limited
by the angular breadth of the azimuth sectors of I2 instru-
ments (Helios 1: 28.1o, and Helios 2: 11.2o).
We study the width of strahl VDF, and a way to define
it is using the full width half maximum parameter (FWHM),
also used by e.g. Hammond et al. (1996); Graham et al.
(2017). We measure FWHM for each energy bin, by fitting
the values of this bin with a normal distribution function,
centred at angle 0o – the magnetic field direction:
f (PA) = a exp
(
− 1
2
(PA2
σ2
))
, (3)
where a, and σ are the fitting parameters and PA stands
for pitch-angle, the angle from the magnetic field direction
(see Fig. 2). This angle is defined in terms of parallel and
perpendicular velocity as:
PA = tan−1(v⊥/v‖ ) (4)
FWHM is calculated from σ parameter using FWHM =
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2015)
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2
√
2 ln 2 · σ, and is referred to as strahl pitch-angle width
(PAW).
3.3 Binning
The solar wind is usually separated into fast, and slow wind
according to its proton velocity. Another interesting separa-
tion was proposed in a recent work of Stansby et al., 2018,
where the solar wind is separated into 3 types: slow alfvenic,
slow non-alfvenic, and fast alfvenic wind, by its measured
proton anisotropy and cross helicity. Even though both of
the mentioned separation techniques give the same main ob-
servational results of the present article for the fast, and the
slow solar wind, we find that it is better to separate the so-
lar wind into types according to a parameter more closely
related to the kinetic properties of the solar wind electrons.
In the following sections the solar wind is separated accord-
ing to core electron parallel beta value (βec ‖), the ratio of
plasma parallel pressure to magnetic pressure, defined as:
βec ‖ =
2µ0nc kBTc ‖
B2
, (5)
where µ0 is the permeability of free space, and B the
magnitude of the measured magnetic field. We chose βec ‖ as
a separation parameter because it spans over a large range of
more than two magnitudes, but does not exhibit a radial de-
pendency. This is not true for the halo electron parallel beta
(βeh ‖), which is observed to increase with the radial distance
(see Fig. 6(b)). We define three solar wind types: low-βec ‖
wind (βec ‖ < 0.2), intermediate-βec ‖ wind (0.2 < βec ‖ <
0.4), and high-βec ‖ wind (βec ‖ > 0.4). The arbitrary chosen
separation values are marked in an electron anisotropy-βec ‖
parameter space in Fig. 6(a) with red dashed lines.
How our solar wind separation compares to the solar
wind proton velocity and anisotropy (Matteini et al. 2007)
is shown with histograms in Fig. 3. The low-βec ‖ wind
corresponds to the faster solar wind with higher proton
anisotropy averaging to ap = 2.4, while the high-βec ‖ wind
represents the slow almost isotropic solar wind.
The data set is naturally binned in energy by instrumen-
tal energy bins, and additionally according to the distance
from the Sun into 7 equally spaced bins. A mean value of the
strahl pitch angle width with its standard error is assigned
to each bin.
Starting from 231,778 scans with the magnetic field vec-
tor close to the ecliptic plane, 51,570 were successfully fit-
ted with models for core and halo components and matched
with the solar wind proton data. Of these 14,052 (27%) were
identified as the low, 15,060 (29%) as the intermediate, and
22,263 (44%) as the high-βec ‖ solar wind. The mean ve-
locity of the low-βec ‖ wind is 528 km/s, the intermediate
459 km/s, and the high-βec ‖ wind 377 km/s. Strahl was not
observed in 4,359 examples. This means that strahl was ab-
sent in 8.5% of our observations with a mean velocity, and
a standard deviation of 441, and 105 km/s. This is much
less than ∼20% observed by Gurgiolo & Goldstein (2017)
or 25% by Anderson et al. (2012). This difference might be
due to the fact that most of our measurements were taken
within 1 au, while both of the mentioned studies are based
on the analysis of the data from 1 au, which is consistent
with the gradual disappearance of strahl with radial distance
(Maksimovic et al. 2005; Sˇtvera´k et al. 2009; Graham et al.
2017).
It is important to note that the number of the fast so-
lar wind samples is decreasing with radial distance. This
is because our data set, and analysis are limited for low
plasma densities. The proton measurement is less accurate
for low proton densities, therefore making our estimation of
the spacecraft potential more inaccurate, which deforms the
electron VDF and results in an unsuccessful fit.
Another instrumental limitation could be the time
needed to obtain one 2D VDF scan. We checked how much
the magnetic field angle varies during the sampling time (16
s), and found no correlation between broader strahls and
the variation of magnetic field angle. The standard devia-
tion varies between 1.5 and 5.5o, where larger values were
found in the low-βec ‖ solar wind.
4 OBSERVATIONS
Different properties of strahl electrons were found for the
low-, intermediate-, and the high-βec ‖ wind. For each of
them, Fig. 4 shows how strahl PAW varies with electron en-
ergy. Differently coloured lines represent different distances
from the Sun. We focus on the low-, and the high-βec ‖ type,
as the intermediate possesses the properties of both of them.
The strahl component in the low-βec ‖ wind, that can be
related to the fast solar wind, appears narrower than in the
high-βec ‖ case. The PAW properties depend on the electron
energy. For the lower energies, up to 343 eV the PAW is
decreasing with electron energy. The PAWs vary very little
between 0.34 to 0.74 au, however, a slight decrease with
radial distance is observed in this low electron energy range.
The PAW seems to saturate just below 40o, which is an effect
of a limited angular resolution of the electron instrument I2.
Interestingly, for the electron energies above the 499
eV bin strahl PAW increases with electron energy and the
distance from the Sun.
Strahl electrons in the high-βec ‖ wind appear more than
20o wider than in the low-βec ‖ wind already at 0.34 au. An
anti correlation between PAW and electron energy can be
observed. Moving away from the Sun, the strahl is becom-
ing broader and less correlated with electron energy. At the
distance of 0.94 au from the Sun PAW is no longer correlated
with the energy and reaches values above 100o.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Low-βec ‖ solar wind
We observe that the strahl electrons in the low-βec ‖ solar
wind exhibit different trends depending on their energy. In
the low energy part observations of strahl electrons for the
first time show a slight decrease in the strahl PAW with
the radial distance. All the existing observational studies of
the evolution of strahl PAW with distance (Hammond et al.
1996; Graham et al. 2017, 2018) show a broadening of the
strahl during expansion, however, none of them samples the
radial distances below 0.8 au, where the focusing was found
in the present work. Thus, the decrease of PAW with dis-
tance is particular for the low-βec ‖ solar wind, and for the
regions closer to the Sun (down to 0.3 au).
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2015)
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Figure 3. Histograms showing how the three solar wind types according to βec ‖ relate to the solar wind velocity – (a), and proton core
anisotropy – (b). The mean values with the standard deviations for each type are marked in both plots.
As mentioned in the introduction, the strahl electrons
are the electrons which at some distance close to the Sun es-
cape the dense corona dominated by collisions, and during
their escape undergo the focusing effect induced by the radi-
ally decreasing magnetic field. We present a simple collision-
less focusing model, often used in the exospheric models (e.g.
Maksimovic et al. (1997b)), to understand what would be
the shape of the electron strahl originating from an isotropic
function close to the Sun at the point of our first obser-
vations, at 0.34 au. We assume that at a given point an
isotropic distribution function starts to focus conserving the
electron energy and the magnetic moment:
me
2
(v2⊥ + v2‖) − eΦ = const. and
mev
2
⊥
2B
= const. (6)
In equations e stands for elementary charge, and Φ for
the electrostatic ambipolar potential in the solar wind, with
Φ = 0 at infinity. We now write these equations indexing
quantities at the focusing starting point with 0, and at the
distance of our first observation (0.34 au) with 1. The strahl
PAW of the isotropic distribution function at the focusing
starting point is described with the PAW of 180o, thus the
parallel velocity (v‖0) equal to 0.
me
2
v
2
⊥0 − eΦ0 =
me
2
v
2
‖1 +
me
2
v
2
⊥1 − eΦ1, (7)
mev
2
⊥0
2B0
=
mev
2
⊥1
2B1
. (8)
From Eq. 7 and 8 we obtain expressions for parallel, and
perpendicular velocities at the observation point,
v
2
‖1 = v
2
⊥0
(
1 − B1
B0
)
+
2e
me
∆Φ (9)
v
2
⊥1 = v
2
⊥0
B1
B0
, (10)
where ∆Φ = Φ1 − Φ0 is the difference in electrical po-
tential between the observation and the starting point. To
compare the model directly to our observations in Fig. 4 we
would like to express the model PAW in terms of electron
energy (E):
E =
me
2
v
2
⊥0 + e∆Φ (11)
Using eq. 11 we can rewrite the expressions for the par-
allel and the perpendicular velocity (eq. 9 and 10) as:
me
2
v
2
‖1 = E −
B1
B0
(
E − e∆Φ
)
(12)
me
2
v
2
⊥1 =
B1
B0
(
E − e∆Φ
)
(13)
Combining eq. 12 and 13, we obtain an expression for
the strahl PAW of the model distribution at r1, which we
denote as PAWc f (E):
PAWc f (E) = 2 · tan−1
(
v⊥1
v‖1
)
= 2 · tan−1
(√ E − e∆Φ
B0
B1
E − E + e∆Φ
)
(14)
We find that PAWc f is a decreasing function of en-
ergy if the magnetic field strength, and the electric poten-
tial are decreasing with the distance from the Sun. This is
normally true in the solar wind. We calculate the PAWc f
for a simplified case where we assume that magnetic field
strength changes with r2 and use the electric potential val-
ues from a transonic collisionless model of the solar wind by
Zouganelis et al. (2004)2. The value r0, the focusing start-
ing point, is set to 4 solar radii, following Maksimovic et al.
(1997a), who find that in their kinetic model of the solar
wind with Kappa distribution functions the exobase is lo-
cated between 2.8 and 10.2 solar radii, where the distance
4 solar radii corresponds to typical equatorial region solar
wind conditions. This solution shown with a black line in
2 The electrostatic potential values are taken from Fig. 1 for κ =
2.5, r0 = 4 RS : ∆Φ = −2165V
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Figure 4. Strahl pitch-angle width versus electron energy shown
separately for the low – (a), intermediate – (b), and high – (c)
βec ‖ solar wind. Darker coloured lines denote distances closer,
and lighter coloured lines distances farther from the Sun. In the
upper plot a dashed red, a solid red, and a solid black line denote
a curve resulting from a simple collisionless focusing model for
three different parameter pairs (see Sec. 5.1).
Fig. 4(a) gives a strahl component which is about half the
width of the strahl observed for low energies at 0.34 au.
Still assuming that the magnetic field strength decreases
with r2, we fit the model to the PAWs observed for the
lowest two energies at 0.34 au (the dashed red line in Fig.
4(a)). To recover the observed strahl width the focusing of
the solar wind electrons needs to start further away from
the Sun, at the distance of r0 = 8.4 RS, which is still in
the range discussed by Maksimovic et al. (1997a). The po-
tential difference obtained from the fit (∆Φ = -1171 V) is
very close to the one taken for the same r0 from the model
of Zouganelis et al. (2004)3. For comparison the strahl PAW
solution according to the model of Zouganelis et al. (2004)
for r0 = 8.4 is plotted in Fig. 4(a) with a red solid line.
We conclude that the strahl PAWs observed for the
low electron energies close to the Sun could be a result
of collisionless focusing of the solar wind electrons during
expansion. The shape of the observed strahl distribution
function at 0.34 au corresponds well to the shape predicted
by a collisionless focusing model with parameters in the
range of the ones reported for the solar wind.
Even though a slight focusing over radial distance is
observed for the low energies of the low-βec ‖ , the PAW
decrease is not strong enough to follow collisionless focusing
described by Eq.6. We consider collisions as a possible strahl
scattering mechanism in this low strahl electron energy
range. In the future we plan to make use of a fully kinetic
solar wind simulation (Landi et al. 2012, 2014) to explore
the limiting energy at which the Coulomb collisions are still
able to effect the electron VDF. However, the lowest strahl
energy presented in this article, 68 eV, already equals to
more than 3 times the typical core electron thermal energy,
so collisions are expected to be very rare.
The positive correlation between strahl PAW and elec-
tron energy, observed for the more energetic strahl electrons
in the low-βec ‖ solar wind, was already reported in the study
of Pagel et al. (2007). The authors analyse 29 events dur-
ing times when extremely broad strahl was observed at 1
au. The mean solar wind velocity of these 29 events, 501
km/s, is comparable to the mean velocity of our low-βec ‖
population, 528 km/s. From the relation between PAW and
electron energy they conclude that the source of the scatter-
ing of the strahl electrons are most likely the quasi-parallel
broad-band whistler-mode waves generated by the magnetic
field power spectrum in the whistler range. The cyclotron
resonance of the faster electrons corresponds to smaller k-
vectors, for which the magnetic field fluctuations are larger
in the solar wind, providing stronger scattering of the higher
energy electrons.
Supporting this hypothesis are the particle-in-cell sim-
ulations provided by Saito & Gary (2007), and a kinetic
model in a framework of quasi-linear theory by Vocks et al.
(2005). However, sunward directed wave k-vectors parallel
to the background magnetic field needed for whistlers to be
able to resonate with anti-sunward moving electrons (?) were
observed to be rare at sub-ion scales. Moreover, Chen et al.
(2010) observe the power in the parallel spectral compo-
nent (δB(k ‖)2) to be only 5 % of the power in perpendicular
one (δB(k⊥)2). Another possibility is that the correlation be-
tween the strongly scattered faster strahl electrons and the
magnetic field power spectrum results from a mechanism
related to the perpendicular magnetic field fluctuations. An
example of this kind of mechanism is stochastic heating stud-
ied for the case of solar wind protons by Chandran et al.
(2013). To our knowledge no similar theory has been devel-
oped for electrons so far.
Variations in the magnetic field could affect the trajec-
tories of the gyrating electrons if their gyroradius would be
3 For κ = 2.5, r0 = 8.4 RS : ∆Φ = −1008V
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Figure 5. Comparison between the empirical model (dashed line), and observations for 4 closest distances from the Sun of low-βec ‖
solar wind (dots).
of the same scale as the changes in the magnetic field. Typ-
ically the gyroradius of the strahl electrons, directly pro-
portional to their perpendicular velocity, spans between a
few tenths and 30 km, larger radii corresponding to more
energetic electrons. We can now again draw the correlation
with the magnetic field power spectra: k-vectors are inversely
proportional to the gyroradii, and the amplitude of the fluc-
tuations in the solar wind, thus more energetic electrons are
diffused by the stronger fluctuating magnetic field. It should
be noted that this diffusion process has not yet been stud-
ied in detail, and is for now just a candidate to explain our
observations.
To better quantify the observations presented in this
article, a simple empirical model of the scattering of the
strahl components is proposed. The mechanism at work has
to first overcome the theoretically predicted focusing effect,
and then further scatter strahl electrons. We estimate how
strong the focusing is for each radial distance starting from
the observed strahl at 0.34 au and applying the electron
energy and magnetic moment conservation (see Eq. 6). As
above, the electric potential values are taken from the work
of Zouganelis et al. (2004). By adding to the observed strahl
PAW the angle for which the strahl has been focused over a
given radial distance we obtain the total-required-scattering
PAW, used in Fig. 5. We only consider distances from 0.34 to
0.64 au from the Sun, as at larger distances the strahl PAWs
do not appear to follow a continuous function anymore (see
for example most right plot in Fig. 7(a)) and the measure-
ments become less reliable due to the higher relative error
on the measurement of the solar wind density. We can de-
scribe these PAWs with a perpendicular scattering process,
in which electrons are scattered across the magnetic field as
a function of their parallel velocity (v‖) with an empirical
exponential form:
v⊥(v‖) = c1 · exp
[
C · v‖
]
, (15)
where c1 and C are the fitting parameters. This can
be easily seen in Fig. 5 (a), as the higher energy part of
strahl PAWs observed at different radial distances form al-
most straight lines in linear-logarithmic scale space. We find
that the first parameter, c1, does not vary significantly with
the radial distance and can be fixed to a value 1309.3 km/s.
The later parameter, C, depends on the distance from the
Sun as shown in Fig. 5 (b). We can write C, and consequen-
tially v⊥ as
C(∆r) = c2 + c3 · ∆r and ∆r = r − 0.34au, (16)
v⊥(v‖,∆r) = c1 · exp
[(c2 + c3 · ∆r) · v‖ ] . (17)
r stands for the distance from the Sun for each of the
observations. Note that this type of scattering does not nec-
essarily conserve the particle total energy. As electrons are
scattered in perpendicular direction they can take the en-
ergy from the scattering source (i.e. ambient electromag-
netic waves, or background turbulence), and if that is the
case, their parallel velocity can remain unchanged.
The values of fitting parameters are noted in Table 1.
An exponential relation between v⊥ and v‖ is in a case
when v‖ does not vary with distance (the total particle en-
ergy is not conserved) a solution of the differential equation
which can be written as:
1
v⊥
dv⊥
dr
= c3 · v‖, (18)
where the constant c3 describes the scattering strength.
We would like to emphasise that this model is solely
empirical and is developed with the purpose to better un-
derstand the observations. Further studies of the scattering
mechanisms are required to understand whether a physical
phenomena (or a combination of them) can result in above
described velocity dependent scattering.
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Table 1. Fitting parameters
c1 c2 c3
1309.3 km/s 1.01 · 10−4 s/km 1.72 · 10−4 s/(km · au)
5.2 High-βec ‖ solar wind
For the high-βec ‖ solar wind with the mean velocity of 377
km/s, scattering of the strahl electrons appears to be ex-
tremely efficient over the whole electron energy range. In
the work of Gurgiolo & Goldstein (2017) the authors show
that 20 % of the observed solar wind at 1 au with veloc-
ities below 425 km/s appears without the strahl electron
component, and pose the question whether this is a conse-
quence of the strahl origin, or of some transit mechanisms
acting upon it during its expansion. Our radial dependent
observations confirm the later: during the radial evolution,
the strahl broadens until the point when it is completely
scattered into the halo component. Electron velocity distri-
bution functions without the strahl were mainly observed in
the high-βec ‖ solar wind at larger distances from the Sun.
A reason for this efficient scattering might lay in the
βec ‖ parameter itself. This dense population of the solar
wind electrons takes up a region of the βec ‖ -anisotropy pa-
rameter space constrained by instabilities, e.g. whistler, or
firehose instability (given in Fig. 6).
A direct correlation between narrow-band whistler ac-
tivity and the broadening of the strahl was presented by
Kajdicˇ et al. (2016). On the basis of statistical study of the
slow solar wind (the velocity is below 400 km/s for most
of the samples) at 1 au they conclude that anti-correlation
between the PAW and electron energy is broken in the pres-
ence of narrow-band whistler-mode waves which scatter a
portion of strahl velocity distribution function. Note that in
this work the direction of the detected whistler waves could
not be inferred. The broadening is energy dependent, span-
ning from 5o to 28o 4 influencing electrons with energies
between 250 and 600 eV. In our data set decrease of the
PAW with energy was not observed close to 1 au, but very
similar tendencies were found in the slow solar wind closer
to the Sun: PAW decrease with electron energy, and broader
strahl for energies between 200 and 500 eV. The source of
these whistles, however, is not discussed in the above cited
work.
Properties of whistler-mode waves observed in near-
Earth regions were studied by Lacombe et al. (2014). Au-
thors believe that whistlers are most likely generated by the
whistler heat flux instability, as they were found at times
when electron distributions were close to this instability
threshold. Their observations show that electron tempera-
ture anisotropy (T⊥/T‖ , taken as moments of a total VDF)
is most of the time below unity, therefore excluding a possi-
bility that whistlers are created by the whistler anisotropy
instability.
However, our obtained anisotropies separately for core,
and halo components, plotted against the whistler and fire-
hose instability conditions, which were calculated for an elec-
4 These values were converted to FWHM for consistency. Strahl
PAW in the analysis by Kajdicˇ et al. (2016) is defined as standard
deviation, σ, and FWHM = 2
√
2 ln 2 · σ.
tron VDF consisting of maxwellian core, and a kappa halo
(Lazar et al. 2018) give the impression that both instabili-
ties, limiting high βec ‖ values could play a role in the gener-
ation of whistler-mode waves (see Fig. 6 (a) – core, and (b)
– halo).
Whistler-mode waves generated by the heat-flux insta-
bility have a preferred propagation direction in the direction
of the positive heat flux (Gary et al. 1975). Thus, this kind
of waves will propagate away from the Sun, and will not
be able to interact with strahl electrons. An observational
study by Stansby et al. (2016) indeed shows that 98% of the
measured whistlers propagate in the anti-sunward direction.
Anyhow, the generation of whistlers itself could change the
shape of the strahl velocity distribution function. With a
tendency towards a more stable, isotropic state, the strahl
electrons’ parallel velocities will decrease while their perpen-
dicular velocities will increase.
Symmetric whistlers, parallel and anti-parallel to the
magnetic field direction, can theoretically develop from the
whistler anisotropy instability (e.g. of a symmetric halo
component), and sunward directed portion of them could
resonate with strahl electrons, enhancing their perpendic-
ular velocities. A numerical simulation of this mechanism
(Saito & Gary 2007) predicts a scattered strahl with a
negative correlation between PAW and electron energy, as
observed closer to the Sun in this work, and at 1 au by
Kajdicˇ et al. (2016). However, as mentioned in the previous
paragraph, this is in contradiction with the observations
showing that sunward directed whistlers are extremely rare
at 1 au (Stansby et al. 2016).
An alternative scattering source to whistler waves are
self generated Langmuir waves discussed by Pavan et al.
(2013). Using numerical simulations the authors show that
Langmuir waves can contribute to the widening of the strahl
component resulting in an anticorrelation between PAW and
energy, however, the velocities at which the diffusion is effec-
tive only reach up to 2 times the thermal speed of electrons.
The directly observed scattering of the strahl electrons into
the halo reported by Gurgiolo et al. (2012) appears at sim-
ilar energy scales. In this last work the proposed source of
scattering are the highly oblique kinetic Alfve´n fluctuations,
which can widen the strahl through Landau damping. These
two scattering mechanisms both take place at lower energies
and could be effective up to ∼100 eV.
5.3 Estimations of strahl pitch-angle width
(PAW) closer to the Sun
The radial evolution of the strahl is shown in Fig. 7 in ve-
locity space, separately for each solar wind type. Green and
blue colour present observations at different distances from
the Sun (marked at the bottom), however the left most plots
marked with a radial distance of 0.16 au are estimated from
the observations. For the low-βec ‖ solar wind an empirical
relation between parallel and perpendicular strahl electron
velocity (developed in the Sec. 5.1) was used to estimate the
strahl PAW closer to the Sun, while for the high-βec ‖ solar
wind the PAW values are linearly extrapolated from the ob-
servations. Linear, the simplest, extrapolation technique is
used because no model has been developed for the high-βec ‖
solar wind.
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Figure 6. A contour plot showing radial evolution of core – (a), and halo – (b) electrons in anisotropy-beta parameter space. Three
colours denote measurements taken within three different 0.1 au wide radial bins centred on the values given in the plot. The blue lines
present the whistler instability (ae > 1), and firehose instability (ae < 1) maximum growth rate curves obtained by Lazar et al. (2018).
Two red dashed lines show the arbitrary chosen βec ‖ values separating solar wind into three types.
With red colour we present how efficient is the collision-
less focusing effect starting from the observation at 0.34 au.
This is the same focusing model as used in Sec. 5.1 and Fig.
5 taking the electrostatic potential values from the work by
Zouganelis et al. (2004).
We choose to extrapolate our observations to the dis-
tance of 0.16 au as this will be the first perihelion of the
Parker Solar Probe (Fox et al. 2016). We believe that the
strahl electrons will be observed narrower than at 0.34 au
in the high-βec ‖ , as well as for the energies above ∼200 eV
in the low-βec ‖ solar wind. Using the empirical model for
the low-βec ‖ solar wind we predict that the positive corre-
lation between the strahl PAW and electron energy will no
longer be present at 0.16 au, in fact, the strahl PAW will
become almost independent on the electron energy with a
mean value of ∼ 29o (left most plot of Fig. 7(a)). Considering
the limitation of the I2 instrument in measuring small PAs
(minimal angular width ∼28o), we believe this will be the
upper limit for the strahl PAW observed at 0.16 au. We ex-
pect the high-βec ‖ solar wind strahl to be broader, between
37o and 65o (see left most plot of Fig. 7(b)).
The low energy strahl electrons (bellow ∼ 200 eV) in
the low-βec ‖ solar wind are observed to focus slightly dur-
ing expansion already between 0.34 and 0.74 au, and we
believe that the focusing effect will be observed, and even
stronger at 0.16 au. The shape of the strahl component will
coincide with the collisionless focusing model shown in Fig.
4(a). Closer to the Sun, during the upcoming perihelions, we
should be able to observe the shifting point between focusing
and scattering with radial distance for the higher electron
energies as well.
6 CONCLUSIONS
An observational study of the electron strahl width in the
inner Solar system reveals different behaviour of the strahl
depending on the value of the electron core beta (βec ‖) in
the solar wind.
Strahl electrons appear narrower in the low-βec ‖ –
faster, and more tenuous – solar wind, and their behaviour
is closely related to their energy. The slower strahl electrons
experience anti-correlation between PAW and their energy,
and a slight focusing over radial distance for distances up to
0.74 au. Comparing the observations to a simple collisionless
focusing model, we find that the strahl observed at 0.34 au
for the lower energies could result from the collisionless fo-
cusing. Model parameters, r0 and ∆Φ, found from fitting the
data are very close to the ones reported for the solar wind.
More energetic strahl electrons show a correlation be-
tween the strahl PAW and their energy, for which we develop
a simple empirical model. We observe that the increase of
the electron v⊥ is exponentially related to the electron v‖
and the change in radial distance ∆r. Further studies are re-
quired to understand which phenomena could scatter strahl
electrons in this particular way described with Eq. 18.
Strahl electrons in the high-βec ‖ solar wind are effec-
tively scattered over their whole energy range. From an anti-
correlation between the PAW and electron energy at 0.34 au,
the strahl gets scattered to PAs above 100o close to the or-
bit of the Earth, many times disappearing completely from
the electron VDF. We believe that this efficient scattering is
a consequence of high-βec ‖ solar wind being more unstable
with respect to the kinetic instabilities. We show that the
core and the halo components for the high-βec ‖ solar wind
sometimes appear close to the whistler anisotropy instabil-
ity, giving way to the generation of sunward propagating
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Figure 7. Radial evolution of the electron strahl component in velocity space for the low – (a), and the high – (b) -βec ‖ solar wind. The
radial position of each plot is marked on the bottom of the figure. The left most plot, marked with a distance of 0.16 au is an estimation,
in (a) obtained from the empirical model developed above, and in (b) a linear extrapolation of the observations. In red we show the
shape of the strahl component resulting only from collisionless focusing.
whistlers, which can resonate and scatter the strahl elec-
trons.
For now the available in-situ observations only reach
down to 0.3 au, but to globally understand the interplay
between collisions close to the Sun, and then focusing and
scattering of the strahl electrons along their expansion, we
need to probe the regions even below the mentioned distance
from the Sun. Therefore, a combination of numerical solar
wind simulations and the soon available Parker Solar Probe
data might be the key to a better understanding of the ki-
netic properties of the solar wind electrons. In the scope of
this article we used the available observations to estimate
the strahl PAW at 0.16 au, a distance of the first Parker So-
lar Probe perihelion. Obtained results point to the fading of
the correlation between the strahl PAW and electron energy,
with the PAWs in the low-βec ‖ solar wind of ∼ 29o, and in
the high-βec ‖ solar wind ranging between 37o and 65o.
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